
 

 

  
Abstract—The special constraints of sensor networks impose a 

number of technical challenges for employing them. In this review, 
we study the issues and existing protocols in three areas: coverage 
and routing. We present two types of coverage problems: to 
determine the minimum number of sensor nodes that need to perform 
active sensing in order to monitor a certain area; and to decide the 
quality of service that can be provided by a given sensor network. 
While most routing protocols in sensor networks are data-centric, 
there are other types of routing protocols as well, such as 
hierarchical, location-based, and QoS-aware. We describe and 
compare several protocols in each group. We present several multi-
path routing protocols and single-path with local repair routing 
protocols, which are proposed for recovering from sensor node 
crashes. We also discuss some transport layer schemes for reliable 
data transmission in lossy wireless channels. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
sensor network is composed of a large number of tiny 
autonomous devices, called sensor nodes. Each sensor 

node has four basic components: a sensing unit, a processing 
unit, a radio unit, and a power unit. All these units fit into a 
matchbox-sized (or even smaller) module [1]. Since a sensor 
node has limited sensing and computational capabilities and 
can communicate only within short distances, a sensor 
network is the corporative effort of hundreds or thousands 
sensor nodes. These nodes are deployed densely and 
coordinate amongst themselves to achieve a common task. 

Sensor networks have been proposed for a wide variety of 
application areas, including industrial, military, biomedical, 
and environmental areas. Some examples of sensor network 
applications are as follows: 

1. Intrusion detection and tracking. Sensors are deployed 
along the border of a battlefield to detect, classify, and track 
intruding personnel and vehicles [5]. 

2. Environmental monitoring. Specialized sensor nodes that 
are able to detect temperature changes and/or smoke can be 
deployed in high-risk areas of a forest, to give out early 
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warning of forest fires. 
3. Indoor surveillance. Surveillance sensor networks can be 

used to provide security in an art gallery, shopping mall, or 
other facilities. 

4. Traffic analysis. Traffic sensor networks can monitor 
vehicle traffic on a highway or a congested part of a city. 

These sensor networks applications differ significantly. 
However, the tasks performed by the sensors are similar: 
sensing the environment, processing the information, and 
sending information to the base station(s).  

II. COVERAGE 
Coverage is one of the fundamental problems in sensor 

networks. The most common problem is the node scheduling 
problem: determine the minimum number of sensor nodes that 
need to perform active sensing in order to provide certain 
coverage (with desired reliability).  

On the other hand, given a sensor network, we need to find 
out the quality of service that can be provided by this network, 
e.g., finding breach areas or best observed areas.  

A. Node Scheduling Protocols 
A sensor network is composed of a large number of sensors 

deployed in high density. Each individual sensor is unreliable 
and short-lived. One goal is to extend the system lifetime, as 
well as maintain desired coverage and reliability. We can 
achieve this goal by keeping enough working nodes to assure 
system functionality and turning off redundant nodes. In this 
section, we study and compare two protocols, PEAS [39] and 
a coverage-preserving node scheduling scheme [33] proposed 
at the University of Ottawa. Propose PEAS [39], a probing-
based density control protocol that extends network lifetime 
by keeping only a necessary set of sensors in working mode 
and putting the remaining ones into sleep state. A sleeping 
node wakes up once in a while to probe its neighborhood. 
When a working node receives a probing message, it sends a 
reply. If a probing node does not get a reply within a certain 
amount of time, the node assumes that there is no working 
node within its probing range and starts to work. Otherwise, 
the node goes back to sleep. Fig. 1 shows the state transition at 
each node. 
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Fig. 1 PEAS: state transition at each node (adapted from [39]) 
 
Two parameters decide the performance of the algorithm: 

the probing range and the wakeup rate. 
The desired redundancy can be achieved by setting the 

corresponding probing range. The number of wakeups decides 
the overhead, thus it should be kept low. However, if the 
wakeup rate is set to be too low, when a working node fails 
unexpectedly, there can be large "gaps" during which no 
working node is available. PEAS allow the application to 
decide the desired frequency of wakeups. Each probing node 
adjusts its wakeup rate according to the observation of its 
sleeping neighbors, so that transient node failures are tolerated 
by the application.  

In [33], propose a coverage-preserving node scheduling 
scheme, which guarantees that the sensing coverage is 
maintained after turning off redundant nodes. In their 
approach, each node decides on whether to turn itself on or off 
based on the off-duty eligibility rule: a node is eligible to turn 
off itself if its neighbors can cover its sensing area. The node 
scheduling operation is divided into rounds. Each round 
includes a self-scheduling phase, followed by a sensing phase. 
In the self-scheduling phase, nodes exchange position 
information among neighbors. Each node computes its 
neighbors' sponsoring sensing area, and decides whether it is 
eligible for off-duty. 

Blind points may appear if all the nodes make decisions 
simultaneously, as shown Fig. 2. Node 1 finds that its sensing 
area can be covered by node 2, 3, and 4, thus it turns itself off 
according to off-duty eligibility rule. At the same time, node 4  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Blind Point Occurrence  
 

also finds that its sensing area can be covered by node 1, 5 
and 6. Node 4 turns itself off too. Since both node 1 and node 
4 are turned off, a blind point occurs. 

A back-off scheme is used to solve this problem. Each node 
waits for a random back-off time period before determining its 
eligibility and waits for a short time, if it decides to turn off. A 
node announces its decision to turn off by broadcasting a 
Status Advertisement Message (SAM). When receiving a 
SAM, a node will delete the sender's information from its 
neighbor lists. Thus, the nodes that have decided to be turned 
off will not be considered by their neighboring nodes. 

 Compared to the probing-based approach, PEAS, the 
coverage-preserving node scheduling scheme in [33] focuses 
more on static scenarios, that is, calculating the sensing area 
that neighboring nodes can help to monitor. PEAS assume that 
all nodes have the same sensing range, while the node 
scheduling scheme in [33] allows nodes to have different 
sensing ranges. The advantage of PEAS is that the algorithm 
is simple, no location information is needed, and no per-
neighbor state needs to be kept. However, PEAS does not 
ensure sensing coverage, and blind points may appear after 
turning off some nodes. On the other hand, the approach in 
[33] ensures sensing coverage, while it requires exchange of 
location information among neighboring nodes. Comparison 
of these two approaches is shown in Table I. 

 
TABLE I 

 COMPARISON OF PEAS AND COVERAGE-PRESERVING NODE SCHEDULING 
SCHEME 

 

B. Quality of Service 
Sensing coverage decides the monitoring quality provided 

by a given sensor network. In [27], define two types of 
coverage: worst case coverage and best case coverage. 

Deciding worst case coverage of a particular sensor 
network is to detect breach regions in the network, that is, the 
areas of low observability from sensor nodes. On the other 
hand, deciding best case coverage of a sensor network is to 
identify the best monitored regions. The authors propose an 
algorithm for calculating the maximal breach paths (worst 
case coverage) and maximal support paths (best case 
coverage) in a sensor network. The maximal breach path is a 
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path where its closest distance to any of the sensors is 
maximized. The maximal support path is a path where its 
farthest distance from the closest sensors is minimized. The 
key idea is to use Voronoi diagram and Delaunay 
triangulation, combined with graph search algorithms for 
finding the optimal paths in each case. The Voronoi diagram 
is composed of line segments that are equidistant from 
neighboring sensors, while the Delaunay triangulation is 
formed by connecting nodes that share a common edge in the 
Voronoi diagram. The maximal breach path must lie on the 
lines of Voronoi diagram, since any point deviating from the 
Voronoi line segments must be closer to at least one sensor. 
Similarly, the maximal support path lies on the lines of the 
Delaunay triangulation of the sensors.  

III. ROUTING PROTOCOLS 
Routing techniques are needed to send data between sensor 

nodes and the base station. Several routing protocols are 
proposed for sensor networks. These protocols can be divided 
into the following categories: data-centric protocols, 
hierarchical protocols, location based protocols, and some 
QoS-aware protocols.  

A. Data-Centric Protocols 
The first category of routing protocols we consider at this 

review are data-centric protocols, including SPIN (Sensor 
Protocols for Information via Negotiation) [11], directed 
diffusion [14], GRAdient Broadcast (GRAB) [38, 40], and 
Rumor routing [2]. Data-centric routing protocols can be 
further divided into event-driven, query-driven, or a 
combination of both, depending on whether sources or 
destinations initiate data flow. SPIN is the first data-centric 
routing protocol. It includes a family of protocols used to 
efficiently disseminate information in a wireless sensor 
network. SPIN-1 is a source-initiated protocol. It applies a 3-
stage (ADV-REQ-DATA) handshake interface for 
disseminating data. SPIN nodes assign high-level names to 
their data, called meta-data. They use meta-data to negotiate 
with each other before transmitting data. This avoids 
transmitting redundant data in the network. 

We show an example of SPIN-1 in Fig. 3. Node A sends an 
ADV message to its neighbors, saying that it has new data to 
disseminate. When node B receives the ADV packet, it checks 
to see whether it has all the advertised data (a). If not, node B 
sends a REQ message back to node A (b). When node A 
receives the REQ packet, it responds by sending a DATA 
message, containing the requested data (c). After receiving the 
data from node A, node B sends ADV messages advertising 
the new data to all its neighbors except node A (d). These 
nodes send requests to node B, and the protocol continues. 

Directed Diffusion is a destination-initiated protocol. Its 
features include attribute-based naming, data-centric routing, 
and in-network aggregation. Each sensor node names its data 
with one or more attributes. A destination node sends interests 
requesting for data, based on these attributes. 

Interests are flooded over the network. When a node 

receives an interest from a neighbor, it sets up a gradient to 
send data to the neighbor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Each node only knows the neighbor from whom it got the 

interest. It is possible that each node would receive the same 
interest from more than one neighbor. In this way, multiple 
paths can be set up from the source node to the destination 
node. Among these paths, one or a few high rate paths are 
defined and other paths remain low rate. Depending on the 
number of paths that are reinforced, directed diffusion can be 
single-path or multi-path routing. If a better path emerges, the 
protocol will change high rate paths to low rate ones using 
negative reinforcements. Further, directed diffusion allows 
intermediate nodes to cache and aggregate data to improve 
data accessibility and energy efficiency.  

Both SPIN and directed diffusion address the data-centric 
characteristics of sensor networks. SPIN is a source-initiated 
(or event-driven) protocol. Information dissemination starts as 
source nodes advertising the availability of new information. 
It reduces network traffic and energy consumption through 
meta-data negotiation. The limitation of SPIN is that it does 
not guarantee data delivery.  

GRAdient Broadcast (GRAB) [38, 40] is built on directed 
diffusion. However, GRAB nodes record the cost, when the 
interest is diffused through the network. The goal is to deliver 
messages along the minimum-cost path in a large network. 
Each node has a cost field indicating the minimum cost from 
this node to the sink, which can be defined as the height of the 
node. A message carries the minimum cost from the source to 
the sink, and the cost that it has consumed so far from the 
source to the current node. A source node broadcasts the 
message. A neighboring node forwards this message only if 
the sum of the consumed cost and the cost at this node equals 
to the source's cost. GRAB uses a delay-based algorithm to 
compute the minimum cost. A node defers broadcasting 
interest for some time, and chooses the message which leads 
to the minimum cost. Thus, the delay used by a node is 
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Fig. 3 The SPIN-1 Protocol (adapted from [11])
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critical. They prove that the delayed time should be 
proportional to the node's minimum cost.  

GRAB improves energy efficiency by forwarding data only 
along the minimum-cost path. Rumor routing [2] is proposed 
to fill the region between query flooding and event flooding. It 
is useful only when the number of queries compared to the 
number of events falls into a certain range. And it is designed 
to be adjustable to support different query to event ratios. 

The goal of rumor routing is to avoid expensive flooding 
operations. Unlike Directed Diffusion and GRAB, which try 
to find an optimal path by flooding queries for gradient setup, 
rumor routing sends a query on a random walk until it finds 
the event path. In rumor routing, each node maintains a 
neighbor list and an event table. When a node witnesses an 
event, it adds the event to its event table. Nodes that have 
recently observed an event generate an agent with a certain 
probability. 

An agent is a long-lived packet, roaming through the 
network and propagating information. Each agent carries a list 
of events it has encountered, along with the number of hops to 
that event. When it arrives at a node, it synchronizes its list 
with the node's list. The agent travels the network for some 
number of hops, and dies. Any node can generate a query that 
is destined to a particular event. If it has a route to the event, 
then it will transmit the query. If it does not, it will forward 
the query to a random neighbor. If the query has not reached 
the destination node when the query Time-to-Live (TTL) 
expires, then it will retransmit the query, or flood the query. 

B. Hierarchical Protocols 
The next category of routing protocols is hierarchical 

protocols. LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering 
Hierarchy) [10] is one of the first hierarchical routing 
protocols in sensor networks. The basic idea of LEACH is to 
organize sensor nodes into clusters based on the received 
signal strength and use local cluster-heads as routers to base 
station. LEACH performs local data fusion and aggregation at 
cluster-heads to further reduce energy consumption. Sensor 
nodes elect themselves to be local cluster heads with a certain 
probability. 

Each non-cluster-head node determines which cluster it 
wants to join by choosing the cluster-head that requires the 
minimum communication energy. Once all nodes are 
organized into clusters, each cluster-head creates a schedule 
for the sensors in its cluster. The cluster-head position is 
randomly rotated among the various sensors in order to not 
drain the battery of a single sensor. 

Threshold-sensitive Energy Efficient sensor Network 
protocol (TEEN) [26] and Adaptive Periodic TEEN 
(APTEEN) are the follow-up work of LEACH. TEEN is 
designed to be responsive to sudden changes in the sensed 
attributes. TEEN uses two thresholds (hard threshold and soft 
threshold) to reduce message transmission. At every cluster 
change time, the newly elected cluster-head broadcasts hard 
threshold and soft threshold to its members. Sensor nodes 
sense their environment continuously, and report data to the 

cluster-head only when the value of sensed attribute is equal 
to or greater than the hard threshold, or the change in the 
value of sensed attribute is equal to or greater than the soft 
threshold. Since these thresholds are broadcast afresh at every 
cluster change time, the user can change them as required. The 
main drawback of TEEN is that if the thresholds are not 
reached, the nodes will never communicate. 

APTEEN allows the user to set threshold values and a 
count time interval. The count time interval is the maximum 
time period between two successive reports sent by a node; 
that is, if a node does not send data for a time period equal to 
the count time, it is forced to sense and retransmit the data. 

PEGASIS (Power-Efficient Gathering in Sensor 
Information Systems) [23] is a chain-based protocol that is an 
improvement over LEACH. In PEGASIS, each node 
communicates only with a close neighbor. When a node on 
the chain receives data from a neighbor, it aggregates the data 
with its own data and send the data to the next neighbor on the 
chain. Rather than multiple cluster-heads sending data to the 
base station as LEACH, only one node on the chain is selected 
to transmit to the base station. 

LEACH and its follow-up work (TEEN, APTEEN and 
PEGASIS) are all built on the assumption that the base station 
is fixed and located far away from the sensors. And they also 
assume that every sensor can reach the base station directly. 
These assumptions severely limit the applicability of these 
protocols. 

C. Location-based Protocols 
Some of the routing protocols in sensor networks require 

location information for sensor nodes. Location information 
can be derived from GPS signals, received radio signal 
strength, etc. By using location information, a relatively 
optimal path can be found without flooding. In this section, 
we look at three location-based routing protocols in sensor 
networks: Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [16] 
and Geographical Energy Aware Routing (GEAR) [41], and 
Two-Tier Data Dissemination (TTDD) [25]. 

In GPSR, a sensor node makes packet forwarding decisions 
based on the positions of its immediate neighbors. Each node 
uses greedy forwarding to forward packets to its neighbor that 
is closer to the destination. When a packet reaches a region 
where a greedy path does not exist, GPSR recovers by routing 
around the perimeter of the region. GPSR scales well since 
sensor nodes only keep state about the local topology. It can 
find correct new routes quickly under topology changes. 

GEAR forwards packets to all the nodes in the target region 
in two steps: (1) forwarding the packets towards the target 
region; (2) disseminating the packet within the region. In the 
first step, a node forwards packets to the nearest neighbor to 
the target region. If there is no neighbor closer than the node, 
GEAR picks a node that minimizes some cost value of this 
neighbor. If the packet has reached the target region, it can be 
diffused in that region by recursive geographic forwarding. 

The target region is divided into four sub-regions and four 
copies of the packet are created. This recursive splitting and 
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forwarding procedure continues until there is one node inside 
this sub-region. 

TTDD is a two-tier data dissemination model that is 
designed to deal with the sink mobility problem. In previous 
work, mobile sinks have to broadcast their location 
information continuously, so that all sensor nodes get updated 
with the new position of sinks. This continuous broadcasting 
incurs increased collisions in wireless transmissions and 
excessive energy consumption. TTDD solves the multiple 
mobile sinks problem by proactively building a grid structure. 
The sensors closest to grid points are called dissemination 
nodes. Instead of propagating query messages to all the 
sensors, only the dissemination nodes need to acquire the 
forwarding information. A query traverses two tiers to reach a 
source. The lower tier is within the local grid square of the 
sink's current location, and the higher tier is made of the 
dissemination nodes at grid points. 

The sink floods its query within a cell. The query is then 
received by the nearest dissemination node, which forwards it 
on to its upstream dissemination node toward the source, 
which in turn further forwards the query. This process 
continues until the query reaches either the source or a 
dissemination node that is receiving data from the source. In 
this way, TTDD localizes the impact of sink mobility on data 
forwarding. Only a small set of sensor nodes need to maintain 
forwarding state. 

D. QoS-aware Protocols 
QoS-aware protocols consider end to end delay 

requirements while setting up the paths in the sensor network. 
We discuss sample of these protocols in this section. 

SAR: Sequential Assignment Routing (SAR) is the first 
protocol for sensor networks that includes the notion of QoS 
in its routing decisions. It is a table-driven multi-path 
approach striving to achieve energy efficiency and fault 
tolerance. The SAR protocol creates trees rooted at one-hop 
neighbors of the sink by taking QoS metric, energy resource 
on each path and priority level of each packet into 
consideration. By using created trees, multiple paths from sink 
to sensors are formed. One of these paths is selected according 
to the energy resources and QoS on the path. Failure recovery 
is done by enforcing routing table consistency between 
upstream and downstream nodes on each path. Any local 
failure causes an automatic path restoration procedure locally. 
Simulation results show that SAR offers less power 
consumption than the minimum-energy metric algorithm, 
which focuses only the energy consumption of each packet 
without considering its priority. SAR maintains multiple paths 
from nodes to sink. 

Although, this ensures fault-tolerance and easy recovery, 
the protocol suffers from the overhead of maintaining the 
tables and states at each sensor node especially when the 
number of nodes is huge. 

Energy-Aware QoS Routing Protocol: A fairly new QoS 
aware protocol for sensor networks is proposed by Akkaya 
and Younis. Realtime traffic is generated by imaging sensors. 

The proposed protocol extends the routing approach in [15] 
and finds a least cost and energy efficient path that meets 
certain end-to end delay during the connection. The link cost 
used is a function that captures the nodes’ energy reserve, 
transmission energy, error rate and other communication 
parameters. In order to support both best effort and real time 
traffic at the same time, a class-based queuing model is 
employed. The queuing model allows service sharing for real-
time and non-real-time traffic. The bandwidth ratio r, is 
defined as an initial value set by the gateway and represents 
the amount of bandwidth to be dedicated both to the real-time 
and non-real-time traffic on a particular outgoing link in case 
of a congestion. As a consequence, the throughput for normal 
data does not diminish by properly adjusting such “r” value. 
The queuing model is depicted in Fig. 4, which is redrawn 
from [22]. The protocol finds a list of least cost paths by using 
an extended version of Dijkstra’s algorithm and picks a path 
from that list which meets the end-to-end delay requirement. 
Simulation results show that the proposed protocol 
consistently performs well with respect to QoS and energy 
metrics. However, the r-value is set initially same for all the 
nodes, which does not provide flexible adjusting of bandwidth 
sharing for different links. The protocol is extended in [49] by 
assigning a different r-value for each node in order to achieve 
a better utilization of the links. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
SPEED: A QoS routing protocol for sensor networks that 

provides soft real-time end-to-end guarantees. The protocol 
requires each node to maintain information about its neighbors 
and uses geographic forwarding to find the paths. In addition, 
SPEED strive to ensure a certain speed for each packet in the 
network so that each application can estimate the end-to-end 
delay for the packets by dividing the distance to the sink by 
the speed of the packet before making the admission decision. 
Moreover, SPEED can provide congestion avoidance when 
the network is congested. 

The routing module in SPEED is called Stateless 
Geographic Non-Deterministic forwarding (SNFG) and works 
with four other modules at the network layer, as shown in Fig. 
5. The beacon exchange mechanism collects information 
about the nodes and their location. Delay estimation at each 
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Fig. 4 Queuing model in a particular sensor node 
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node is basically made by calculating the elapsed time when 
an ACK is received from a neighbor as a response to a 
transmitted data packet. By looking at the delay values, SNGF 
selects the node, which meets the speed requirement. If such a 
node cannot be found, the relay ratio of the node is checked. 
The Neighborhood Feedback Loop module is responsible for 
providing the relay ratio which is calculated by looking at the 
miss ratios of the neighbors of a node (the nodes which could 
not provide the desired speed) and is fed to the SNGF module. 
If the relay ratio is less than a randomly generated number 
between 0 and 1, the packet is dropped. And finally, the 
backpressure-rerouting module is used to prevent voids, when 
a node fails to find a next hop node, and to eliminate 
congestion by sending messages back to the source nodes so 
that they will pursue new routes. 

  When compared to Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) and 
Ad-hoc on-demand vector routing (AODV), SPEED performs 
better in terms of end-to-end delay and miss ratio. Moreover, 
the total transmission energy is less due to the simplicity of 
the routing algorithm, i.e. control packet overhead is less, and 
to the even traffic distribution. Such load balancing is 
achieved through the SNGF mechanism of dispersing packets 
into a large relay area. As explained earlier, similar energy 
saving technique is used in GBR by spreading traffic 
uniformly through the network. SPEED does not consider any 
further energy metric in its routing protocol. Therefore, for 
more realistic understanding of SPEED’s energy 
consumption, there is a need for comparing it to a routing 
protocol, which is energy-aware. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this survey, we first gave an overview of wireless sensor 

networks, their application areas, characteristics and distinct 
requirements. We then covered two topics in sensor networks: 
coverage and routing. The first problem in coverage is the 
node scheduling problem. We presented and compared two 
node scheduling protocols: PEAS, a probing-based density 
control protocol [39], and the coverage-preserving node 
scheduling protocol [33], which focuses on calculating the 
sponsoring sensing area by neighboring nodes. We then 
discussed the question of the quality of service that can be 
provided by a particular sensor network, which is quantified 
by calculating maximal breach path and maximal support 
path. Next, we classified the routing protocols for sensor 
networks into four categories: data-centric protocols, 

hierarchical protocols, location-based protocols, and QoS-
aware protocols. Due to the data-centric nature of sensor 
networks, most routing protocols belong to the first category. 
Among these protocols, some are source-initiated, some are 
destination-initiated, some focus on energy efficiency, and 
some emphasize robustness. Hierarchical protocols are a 
special family of routing protocols. 

The idea is to organize sensor nodes into clusters and use 
cluster-heads as routers to aggregate and transmit data to base 
station. There are groups of routing protocols that require 
location information. By using location information, they can 
find a relatively optimal path without flooding. We also 
presented several QoS-aware protocols, which address energy 
efficiency and real-time requirements. 
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